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Experience the feeling of being welcome and indulged, forget  
everyday life and enjoy every moment to the fullest -  

the very best kind of holiday there is.

Enjoy a winter break at the heart of the mountains around Racines,  
go Alpine and cross-country skiing and hiking in the snow and be 

bewitched by the South Tyrolean hospitality and wonderful peace and 
tranquility. You can choose your holiday “home from home”  

 from six family-run establishments and immerse yourself in an  
unforgettable adventure.  

Because these 6 guarantee a great holiday in Racines. 
 

 Locally-grown ingredients and imaginative preparation in our 
kitchens guarantee culinary excitement and contribute to your 

feel-good holiday in the same way as the comfortable 
accommodation in our lovingly furnished rooms.

Best wishes from Racines -   
The  

 
Rainer-Schölzhorn family
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Vipiteno-Racines does offer many opportunities and 
activities in winter time. You will find many toboggan 
runs, 100 kilometers of cross-country tracks, svereal 
miles of winter hiking trails and beautiful alpine ski 
touring routes on the mountain side. Meanwhile in the 
villages offer some ice skating rinks - all you need for a 
winter holiday to remember.

Cross-country skiing in Racines and Ridanna 
Cross-country skiing takes place in impressive high 
valleys in Vipiteno-Racines. The excellent groomed 
cross-country slopes are nestled in impressive mountain 
sceneries, such as the Val Ridanna, Val di Vizze and Val 
di Fleres valleys. They are all furnishes with the latest 
snowmaking equipment, so that an active holiday on 
the cross-country tracks is guaranteed even in winters 
with little snow fall.

Tobboganing highlights 
The Monte Cavallo toboggan slope is the longest arti-
ficial snow-covered and fully illuminates natural track in 
Italy. You will find rental centres by the three mountain 
cable cars Racines-Giovo, Monte Cavallo and Ladurns 
and use the funiculars to ascent to the mountain. Our 
recomendation: a moon toboggan run by night.

Escursioni invernali 
Snow-capped winter hiking trails with panoramic views, 
white-covered sceneries in romantic mountain valleys 
and the clear, clean alpine air enrich the relaxing winter 
holiday in Vipiteno-Racines. The stop in cozy huts and 
welcoming mountain inns make winter hiking an unfor-
gettable experience.

The Racines-Giovo ski area  
Come into the winter world in South-Tyrol in our hotels 
in Racines. s. Our guests can choose between 8 diffe-
rent ski-lifts, 25 kilometers of slopes and 20 different 
ski-slopes. Our hotels not only satisfies its customers 
because of its location in the beautiful valley of Racines 
but also because it is so close to the skiing area Racines 
Giovo. 
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(ca. 2.5 km)

(ca. 250 m)

(ca. 2.5 km)



Invigorating, relaxing and warm

Tenne Lodges outdoor jacuzzi6



A warm bath is pure pleasure for the soul when it’s freezing 
outside. Additionally, it supports your immune system in 
avoiding and fighting stress, tensions, pains or a cold. Im-
merse yourself and feel invigorated - our J-Sha bath-tub offers 
true relaxation for body and soul! 

Salt bath 
The highly enriched mineral salt contains trace elements and 
acts detoxifying, purifying and tightening. It is wonderful for 
impure skin or cellulite. 
 
Honey and milk bath 
This bath is enriched with plant oils and cares wonderfully for 
dry skin. The combination of honey and milk guarantees a mois-
turizing effect on the skin and a great smell. 
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Relaxing herb bath 
A dreamlike composition of lavender, St John‘s wort, melissa leaves and 
orange blossoms combined with highly precious oils is waiting for you. 
True rest and relaxation are guaranteed.

Vitalising herb bath 
The invigorating powers of rosemary, thyme and eucalyptus lend this 
herb bath a very special and uniquely vitalising properties. The bath will 
relief stress and offer new energies. 
 
Bath wich fights off colds 
This wonderful bath combines thyme with eucalyptus and affects the 
respiratory system as well as preventing the common cold.

06.12.–21.12.2019
 (last arrival day 18.12.2019 | last ski day 21.12.2019)    

Including ski pass for 4 days at the price of 3!

BERGHOTEL RACINES  573 E

BERGHOTEL RACINES  458 E

WELLNESS SPORTHOTEL  573 E

WELLNESS SPORTHOTEL  458 E

GUESTHOUSE ROSENHEIM  433 E

GUESTHOUSE ROSENHEIM  353 E (price for 4 nights p. p.)

(5 nights p. p. and 4 day skipass)

Stay 5 nights including a 4 day ski pass,  
at the price of a ski pass for 3 days!



06.01.–11.01.2020
Arrival day on Sunday – departure day on Friday  

(bookable only in this specified period)

The offer includes 5 nights with half board 
 per person in a double room (occupancy as a pair)  

plus ski pass for 4 days wellness coupon    
of € 45 (non-transferable).
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BERGHOTEL RACINES  724 E
(occupancy as a pair)

WELLNESS SPORTHOTEL  724 E
(occupancy as a pair)

(single room north side)

BERGHOTEL RACINES  824 E

(single room north side)

WELLNESS SPORTHOTEL  824 E



12.01.–31.01.2020
     Arrival day on Sunday – departure day on Friday 

 (bookable only in this specified period) 

The offer includes 5 nights with half board per  
person in a double room (occupancy as a pair) 

plus ski pass for 4 days wellness coupon  
of € 45 (non-transferable).

WELLNESS SPORTHOTEL 
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(single room north side, occupancy as a pair)

BERGHOTEL RACINES 
864 E

BERGHOTEL RACINES 

739 E

WELLNESS SPORTHOTEL 



10.01.–02.02.2020 
  (Arrival on Friday, Saturday or Sunday) 

The offer includes 7 nights with half board 
per person in a double room (occupancy as a pair) 

plus ski pass for 6 days and wellness coupon   
of € 40 (non-transferable). 
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BERGHOTEL RACINES 

WELLNESS SPORTHOTEL 
998 E

(occupancy as a pair)

(single room north side)
1.138 E

GUESTHOUSE ROSENHEIM  725 E
(p. p. in DR, occupancy as a pair)Bookable only from 05.01.–25.01.2020

BERGHOTEL RACINES 

WELLNESS SPORTHOTEL 



2 ours

5.4 km

1,810 m

1,935 m

•••••• Difficulty (easy)

•••••• Technique

•••••• Stamina

•••••• Landscape
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This winter hike starts at the mountain station 
of the Rosskopf cablecar, where you should 
cross the slope and hike upwards towards your 
left. You follow the prepared path just below 
the cabin “Sterzingerhaus” to the antenna of 
the “Flaner Jöchl”. This is where the wonderful 
winter hiking path starts passing through the 
forest and to the mountain cabin “Furlhütte”. If 
you follow the path further it takes you back to 
your starting point. 

Cabins for a break: Sterzingerhaus, Furlhütte, 
Bergrestaurant Roßstodl.

Source: www.ratschings.info



15.3.–19.4.2020
 

The offer includes 7 nights with half board per person  
in a double room (occupancy as a pair) wellness coupon  

of € 40 (non-transferable), 1 snow shoe hike,  

1 winter hike plus a 6 day ski pass with two-hour skiing 
lessons (in group).
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BERGHOTEL RACINES 

WELLNESS SPORTHOTEL 
985 E

BERGHOTEL RACINES 

WELLNESS SPORTHOTEL 
929 E

15.03.–29.03.2020 
p. p. in double room, occupancy as a pair

29.03.–19.04.2020 
p. p. in double room, occupancy as a pair



15.3.–19.4.2020
 

The offer includes 7 nights with half board per person  
in a double room (occupancy as a pair) wellness coupon  

of € 40 (non-transferable), 1 snow shoe hike,  

1 winter hike plus a 6 day ski pass with two-hour skiing 
lessons (in group).

The  viniculture in South Tyrol has a long tradition.  
The first wines were cultivated about 3000 years ago. 
More than 10,000 ha of vines were found in 1915, 
more than double compared to the current wine 
areas. Nonetheless, the vineyards are extending their 
areas and South Tyrol is highly vibrating wine pro-
ducing province. Some of the best Italian wines are 
from South Tyrol. There are numerous different types 
grown in the area, more than 20 white and red wines. 
The variety is thanks to the different soils which sup-
port the wines and the mild climate. The Alps protect 
the area from the dry and cold northern winds and 
allow for warm winds from the lake Garda. Additional-
ly, South Tyrol offers about 1,800 hours of sun yearly — 
something the grapes enjoy a lot. The South Tyrolean 
vines grow from 200 until 1,000 m in altitude.

South Tyrolean white wines are among the best Italian 
wines. The fresh and aromatic wines such as the Pinot 
blanc, the Sauvignon and the Gewürztraminer are on 
a high quality level. 

The South Tyrolean red wines do also include spe-
cialties. The diverse Vernatsch wines and the Lagrein 
dominate the field, which are grown by most wine-
makers in the province.  The vineries specialise in fine 
nuances and elegant wines which are more than the 
perfect addition to bacon and other hearty dishes. 
The Pinot Noir, the Cabernets and the Merlots are 
also among the high quality red wines. 

Many wine-growers rely on modern techniques such 
as organic methods. Numerous wineries are chang-
ing their methods now which shows their interest in 
sustainable agriculture. Even though the cultivation 
conditions aren’t that easy because of steep vine-
yards the cost-performance-ratio is convincing. 
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South Tyrol is among the most important wine-grow-
ing areas of Italy. The province won numerous prices 
such as Three Glasses in the wine guide „Vini d’Italia“ 
(ed. by Gambero Rosso and Slow Food).



29.03.–03.04.
05.04.–10.04. 

14.04.–19.04.
The offer includes 5 nights with half board 

in a double room (occupancy as a pair),  
a 4 day ski pass and a wellness coupon  

of € 50 (non-transferable). 

BERGHOTEL RACINES  685 E
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(p. p. in double room, occupancy as a pair)



This is a relaxing full body massage with spe-
cial St John’s wort oil, that is anti-inflammatory. 
It also increases the blood flow and is wonder-
ful to release muscle tensions. At the end of the 
treatment a warm hay cushion will be applied 
to the shoulder-neck part. Deep relaxation is 
guaranteed. 
 
St. John’s wort oil  
St. John’s wort oil is one of the most used 
home remedies! It is a superb massage oil; but 
it also helps with cuts, scrapes, minor burns, 
sore muscles and growing pains. St. John’s 
wort oil is an amazing home remedy for minor 
burns. It helps to stop the pain and heal the 
burn. St. John’s wort oil helps with muscle 
strain and tension. The more you use it, the 
better it is. You can massage it into tense, sore 
muscles several times a day and it helps to re-
lax the muscles. St. John’s wort has a vulnerary 
action on the skin, which means it helps the 
skin to regenerate and heal. As always, make 
sure your cuts and scrapes are well cleaned 
and then you can apply St. John’s wort oil to 
help it heal quicker.
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05.–19.04.2020 
7 nights family offer, in family room 

2 adults and 2 kids (under the age of 8 yrs.) 
plus a 6 day ski pass for the adults. 

    

11.–18.04.2020
7 nights family offer, in family room 

2 adults and 2 kids (under the age of 8 yrs.) 
plus a 6 day ski pass for the whole family. 

05.–19.04.2020
7 nights family offer, 2 adults and 2 kids (from 8–16 yrs.) 

in family room plus a 6 day ski pass for the whole family.

11.–18.04.2020
The offer includes 4 nights with half board for 2 persons.

BERGHOTEL RACINES 

WELLNESS SPORTHOTEL 

2.400 E

BERGHOTEL RACINES 

WELLNESS SPORTHOTEL 
2.850 E

GUESTHOUSE ROSENHEIM 1.800 E

GUESTHOUSE ROSENHEIM 

GUESTHOUSE ROSENHEIM 

2.100 E

530 E



1 pumpkin (Hokkaido)  
1 onion 
1 garlic clove 
2 potatoes 
1 tsp. olive oil 
¼ l milk 
¼ l water

 
Cut the pumpkin, the potatoes, the onion and 
the garlic into small dices. 

Heat the oil and steam onion and garlic before 
adding the pumpkin and the potato dices. 
Add water and milk and let the soup simmer 
for about twenty minutes until the potatoes are 
soft. 

Turn the heat off and put the soup into a 
blender. Spice the soup with curry powder, salt, 
pepper and a little sugar.

Did you know? 
Pumpkin includes important antioxidants, vita-
min C, A and E (responsible for cell protection, 
eyes, skin and metabolism), also zinc (good for 
hair, skin and nails).
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GUESTHOUSE ROSENHEIM  600 E

11.–18.04.2020
7 days of half board (per person in double room with occupacy as a pair) with skipass for 6 days included.

Our  
special offer 

in April
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17.–19.04.2020

The fun park Ratschings is directly  
next to the ‘Enzianlift’ and it is one of 

the highlights in the skiing area 
Ratschings-Jaufen.  

It offers a wave-line for beginners,  
a jib-line for the adventurous and  

a kicker-line for real pros -  
exercise and fun are  

guaranteed.

The end of April means party time:
The big winter finale Ratschings, season end of 

the skiing area Ratschings-Jaufen arrives!
Check out this amazing event and celebrate the entire night.
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Winter 2019/2020

DOUBLE ROOM COMFORT ROOM SUITE PANORAMA SUITE

06.12.2019–21.12.2019* e 115 e 130 e 140 e 145

21.12.2019–06.01.2020 e 135 e 150 e 160 e 165

06.01.2020–01.02.2020 e 118 e 133 e 143 e 148

01.02.2020–21.02.2020 e 125 e 140 e 150 e 155

21/02/2020–01.03.2020 e 135 e 150 e 160 e 165

01.03.2020–19.04.2020 e 120 e 135 e 145 e 150

For family room rates see our double room prices.

Indoor pool (6 m x 12 m) and jacuzzi, sauna area, fitness room, underground parking space, free internet access throughout 
the hotel, large breakfast buffet, daily choice of five-course set meal with salad buffet and cheese specialities from the 
buffet,  for charge: massages, cosmetic treatments, solarium.

DOUBLE ROOM SUITE FAMILY ROOM FAMILY ROOM 
2 BATHROOMS

06.12.2019–21.12.2019* e 117 e 142 e 117 e 127

21.12.2019–06.01.2020 e 139 e 164 e 139 e 149

06.01.2020–01.02.2020 e 118 e 143 e 118 e 128

01.02.2020–21.02.2020 e 125 e 140 e 125 e 135

21/02/2020–01.03.2020 e 139 e 164 e 139 e 149

01.03.2020–19.04.2020 e 120 e 145 e 120 e 130

Il Wellness Sporthotel offre piscina coperta (7m x 10m),  idromassaggio, vasca per bambini, reparto saune, palestra, posto mac-
china in garage, accesso Internet gratuito in tutta la casa, ricca prima colazione a buffet, ogni giorno cena con 5 portate a scelta 
e buffet di insalate, tagliere con formaggi a scelta, a pagamento: massaggi, trattamenti estetici, lettino solare.

The prices at the Berghotel, Wellness Sporthotel and Guesthouse Rosenheim are per person per day including half board for a minimum stay of 3 days. 
Weekend short breaks: A supplement of 10 % is charged for short stays and 15 % for weekends. The single room supplement depends on season and 
room. Our rooms are available from 2 pm on your day of arrival. We charge € 15 per day for your dog – excl. food. For children in family rooms (2 adults 
and 2 children) we offer a 20% reduction per child. For children in double rooms we offer the following reductions: 0–2.99 years 100% | 3–9.99 years: 50 % | 
10–14.99 years: 30 % 15 years and older: 10 %

Familienzimmer Pension RosenheimDOUBLE ROOM

06.12.2019–21.12.2019* e 80

21.12.2019–06.01.2020 e 88

06.01.2020–01.02.2020 e 78

01.02.2020–21.02.2020 e 81

21/02/2020–01.03.2020 e 88

01.03.2020–19.04.2020 e 81

Indoor pool (7 m x 10 m) and jacuzzi, sauna area with Finnish sauna, free internet access throughout the hotel, fitness room, 
underground parking space, large breakfast buffet, daily choice of five-course set meal with salad buffet and cheese  
specialities, for charge: massages, cosmetic treatments, solarium.

BERGHOTEL RACINES


WELLNESS SPORTHOTEL


GUESTHOUSE ROSENHEIM


GUESTHOUSE ROSENHEIM


Offer  
during this period: 

pay 3 stay 4   
last arrival date: 

18.12.2019  

Offer  
during this period: 

pay 3 stay 4   
last arrival date: 

18.12.2019  

Offer  
during this period: 

pay 3 stay 4   
last arrival date: 

18.12.2019  
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Other prices upon request.

The lodges can also be booked for an entire season. We look forward to proposing you an individual offer to suit your needs.  
In addition, our tourist association charges a daily visitor’s tax in all our hotels for every person over 14 yrs of age. 

Tenne Lodges offers Infinity Pool (5 m x 17 m) with wonderful thermal water from our spring, a sauna area, Physiotherm infrared cabin, fitness room,  
garage, huge breakfast buffet, every day particular menu choices with salad buffet and cheese specialties. We also offer free wireless internet access 
throughout the Tenne lodges. There is a charge for massages and beauty treatments. 

Early Bird Skiing
08/12/–13/12/2019 o 15/12/–20/12/2019 

(Sunday–Friday) 
 

1.080 E with half board for 2 people

Spring in White
15/03/–03/04.2020  

(Sunday–Friday) 
1.350 E with half board for 2 people for 5 nights

Easter Deal
05/04/–19/04/2020  

 
1.500 E with half board for 2 people for 5 nights

Powder Days
05/01/–31/01/2020 

(Sunday–Friday) 
 

1.380 E with half board for 2 people for 5 nights

Enjoy a family holiday… wake up, have breakfast, spend a couple of relaxing hours together. Apartments Daniel are just right!

Be it as a couple or with the whole family, you‘ll feel right at home. The three apartments in our holiday home have 2–3 bedrooms, a living room,  
kitchen, bathroom, daytime WC and a balcony / outdoor area in the ground floor apartment. At approx. 90 m2, an apartment has room for a maximum  
of 6–7 people. Apartments Daniel are approx. 2.5 km from the Racines-Jaufen ski resort and from our two 4-star establishments. All guests of the  
apartments may use all of the bathing and spa facilities in the Berghotel and Wellness Sporthotel free of charge. You may also enjoy your breakfast or 
dinner in one of our 4-star hotels. For one apartment we charge approx. € 1,400 for 7 days and 4 people depending on the season and occupancy. 

Additional occupants per request! Bed linen and towels are provided. We look forward to your enquiry!

APARTMENTS DANIEL
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Tenne Chalets

Every Tenne Chalet offers:

• 2 double rooms 
• fire stove 
• kitchenette with dish-washer, cooker with 4 plates, fridge with freezer 
• microwave, coffee machine, wine cabinet, dining table, extensive lounge  
    with forest view 
• bathroom with shower and sink, toilet 
• parking garage 
• fast wire-less connection, Flat Screen TV with SAT and Netflix 
• suitePad for general information and to order chalet-service

from the skiing area Racines-Jaufen and  
the 5 star Gourmethotel Tenne Lodges

 Ski Shuttle gratuito  
fino all‘area sciistica
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Day of arrival 
Filled fridge with South-Tyrolean delicacies for an evening snack and the first breakfast.

Shared spaces: 
Sauna-area, sunbathing-area

Additionally: 
Free use of all SPA, POOL and FITNESS, facilities in the Gourmethotel Tenne Lodges 
Extra charge: dinner or breakfast in the 4-star hotels Berghotel or Wellness-Sporthotel or in the Gourmethotel Tenne Lodges 
Chalet-service: we deliver the delicacies of your choice directly to your chalet.

Truly special
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